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Sliding-Clip Renorrhaphy Provides Superior Closing Tension During Robot-Assisted Partial Nephrectomy

Brian M. Benway, M.D., Jose M. Cabello, M.D., Robert S. Figenshau, M.D., and Sam B. Bhayani, M.D.

Abstract

Objective: Recently, our institution refined a technique for robot-assisted renorrhaphy utilizing sliding Weck Hem-O-Lock clips, which are tightened by the surgeon seated at the console and locked into place with a LapraTy clip. In addition to the relative ease of implementation, we believe that our technique also provides a superior strength of closure over other commonly used techniques.

Methods: An in vivo porcine model was used to compare a sliding-clip technique against an assistant-placed LapraTy-only closure, and a surgeon-placed simple suture closure. A force gauge was used to record the maximum tension that could be applied during each closure method before the suture ripped through the renal parenchyma, thus illustrating the relative strength of each closure.

Results: The simple suture closure performed relatively poorly, ripping through parenchyma at a mean force of 11.3 N. The LapraTy-only method allowed a maximum applicable mean force of 16.7 N. The sliding Weck clip with a LapraTy bolster provided the tightest closure, allowing for a mean force of 32.7 N before ripping through parenchyma. Statistical analysis reveals that a sliding-clip technique provides a significantly tighter closure than both of the other tested methods.

Conclusion: A sliding-clip technique allows for more tension to be safely applied to the closure of a partial nephrectomy defect than other commonly used methods. We believe that this is primarily attributable to the larger footprint of the Hem-O-Lock clip, which allows for the tension to be distributed over a greater surface area. The LapraTy then ensures the security of the closure by holding the Weck clip in place. Further studies are necessary to determine if this increased tension translates into appreciably better hemostasis.

Introduction

In the hands of an experienced surgeon, laparoscopic partial nephrectomy is capable of providing similar oncologic outcomes to an open approach, while minimizing recovery times. However, the need for adept intracorporeal suturing skills and rapid renal reconstruction may involve a steep learning curve, which may limit the procedure to high-volume centers of excellence. Robot-assisted partial nephrectomy (RAPN) is an emerging technique that significantly decreases the technical challenges associated with hilar dissection and renorrhaphy.

Regardless of the approach, the renorrhaphy remains one of the most technically challenging portions of the case, especially under the time constraints of warm ischemia. To address this challenge, alternatives to traditional tied closures have been introduced; however, many of these techniques rely upon a skilled assistant working with angles that at times are less-than-ideal.

Recently, we reported our refined technique for renal reconstruction, which is distinguished from other techniques by the use of sliding clips that are under the control of the surgeon at the console, with minimal use of bolsters and hemostatic agents. This renorrhaphy technique is unique in that it affords the surgeon seated at the console complete control over the tension applied to the renorrhaphy, and in our experience, it appears to offer a more secure closure than any other previously described method. However, this subjective appraisal has not yet been supported with objective data.

To that end, we developed an animal model designed to objectively evaluate three of the most common techniques for renal reconstruction. More specifically, we examined the maximum tension that can be placed upon each repair before
Materials and Methods

Under appropriate institutional animal care requirements, a total of three domestic swine underwent lower pole heminephrectomy under anesthesia, using standard robotic technique.7,13,17–19

For the renorrhaphy, three different methods for renal reconstruction were evaluated: (1) a traditional knot-tied suture closure (similar to an open procedure); (2) assistant-controlled clip closure, utilizing LapraTy clips (Ethicon EndoSurgery, Piscataway, NJ); and (3) sliding-clip renorrhaphy, utilizing sliding Weck Hem-O-Lock (Teleflex, Research Triangle Park, NC) clips under complete control of the surgeon. No bolsters were used for any of the closure methods.

The ends of the suture were left long enough to protrude from the trocar. To this free end of the suture material, a digital force gauge (Chatillon, Largo, FL) was utilized to measure the maximum allowable tension on the closure before the suture ripped through the renal capsule, thus indicating the relative maximum strength of each closure. Multiple measurements of each closure technique were recorded.

Though a detailed description of the technique for sliding-clip renorrhaphy can be found elsewhere,15,17,19 we briefly summarize the technique here. A 0 or no. 1 polyglactin suture is prepared on the back table by cutting to a length of 15 cm. A knot is tied at the end, above which a LapraTy clip is placed, followed by a Weck Hem-O-Lock clip. The capsular stitches are then placed, after which the assistant places a Weck Hem-O-Lock clip on the loose end, a few centimeters from the capsule. The Hem-O-Lock clip is then slid into place using the robotic needle driver, providing tension that is under complete control of the surgeon. Multiple measurements of each closure technique were recorded.

There are many potential factors that may contribute to the superior renorrhaphy provided by a sliding-clip technique. The relatively large footprint of the Hem-O-Lock clip allows for the tension placed on the closure to be distributed over a greater surface area, a property also suggested by Canales et al.17 In addition, the ease of sliding the Hem-O-Lock clips over the suture material prevents snagging on the suture, which could cause the surgeon to overcompensate and overshoot the desired tension. A sliding-clip technique affords the surgeon precise control over the tension of the renorrhaphy at all times, even allowing for adjustment of the tension if necessary.

Early results using sliding-clip renorrhaphy technique show promise. One recent report found that introduction of a sliding-clip renorrhaphy technique during RAPN was associated with a nearly 8-minute decrease in warm ischemic time, compared with a tied-suture approach under robot assistance.17 In the largest single-institution comparison series to date, RAPN with sliding-clip renorrhaphy was not only associated with shorter overall operative times, but also with significantly shorter warm ischemia times than laparoscopic
partial nephrectomy performed by the same surgeon.\textsuperscript{16} Only one bleeding complication has occurred in our institutional RAPN experience, in a patient who required early heparinization for a pulmonary embolus.\textsuperscript{16,17,20}

Despite the early promise of the sliding-clip technique, there are several potential criticisms of our present study that warrant comment. First, it could be argued that an assistant could be capable of placing a Hem-O-Lock clip under the same tension as the surgeon using our method. Although, in theory, this may be entirely possible, the reality is that assistants are often working with nonarticulating instruments at angles that are often suboptimal. In addition, the fulcrum effect of traditional laparoscopic instruments may prove a hindrance to the precision required to fine-tune the tension placed upon the repair.

Another potential criticism is that our data were skewed by the omission of pledges from the LapraTy and traditional suture closures. However, as the quality of pledges can vary between institutions, based upon the type of material used and the size to which they are cut, it would have proven difficult to standardize the materials for this study in a manner that would be applicable to other institutions. Certainly, however, this is one aspect of closure technique that would benefit from further investigation.

One potentially major criticism of the sliding-clip technique is that the additional tension is superfluous, and that it may not contribute to measurably better hemostasis than other techniques that place the repair on less tension. As the endpoint in this particular study was disruption of the renal capsule, we were unable to critically evaluate hemostasis in our present animal model. Likewise, there is a paucity of human data that directly compares renorrhaphy techniques. As such, a second study comparing perioperative blood loss under typical closure conditions would need to be performed to prospectively compare the quality of hemostasis achieved by each technique. However, given the apparent rarity of bleeding complications, such a study may be problematic because of the large number of subjects that would be required to lend the study sufficient power.

Also, the durability of the tension provided by the sliding-clip technique is presently unknown. While a LapraTy is used to secure the closure, our experience demonstrates that with calculated force, the LapraTy can be made to slide over the suture, albeit to a far lesser degree than the Hem-O-Lock clips. Therefore, it is possible that over time, the tension does relax to some degree, though the practical effect this would have upon the closure would not be easily qualified. At the very least, we would expect that over the long term, our preferred closure would be equivocal or superior to LapraTy-only closures, which could be subject to the same potential for relaxation.

Finally, as the Weck Hem-O-Lock clip is nondegradable, its ultimate fate is unclear. As the experience with this technique is early, it is not yet known if these clips are prone to migration or erosion when placed under tension and in direct contact with the renal capsule. However, one recent study evaluating LapraTy closure for partial nephrectomy found that at 8 weeks, the LapraTy clips were encapsulated, and no erosion or migration was noted.\textsuperscript{11} Long-term follow-up data will be necessary to evaluate this critical aspect of our technique.

Conclusions

Though the experience is early, our data demonstrate that sliding-clip renorrhaphy provides superior tension on the closure during renal reconstruction. Although further studies will be necessary to determine if this additional tension provides a practical benefit in terms of the quality of repair, early outcomes using the technique are promising.
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